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  WELCOME TO THE FUTURE OF GIVING





Radically Changing the World, One Gift and Good at a Time 






WHAT WE SOLVE










	


  

AWARDS & RECOGNITION
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LUXLife Magazine - 2023






Global Excellence Award - Best Fundraising Solutions Specialists - USA
(Earned Media)





In its seventh year, the LUXlife Global Excellence Awards are once again proud to announce the winners and showcase the companies and individuals achieving excellence in their industries. 
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Texas Best Startup - Most Innovative - 2022






Most Innovative B2C - Austin, TX 
(Earned Media)





Weâ€™ve ranked the top 14 B2C companies in Austin, Texas. The companies, startups and institutions listed in this article are all exceptional companies, well worth a follow. 
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LUXlife Magazine - 2022






Best Fundraising Tool & Brand Marketplace Company - USA
(Earned Media)





Now in its sixth year, the LUXlife Global Excellence Awards are once again proud to announce the winners and showcase the companies and individuals achieving excellence in their industries. 
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The Super Crowd, Inc.






Founder and CEO - Devin Thorpe





The 121Giving team has been working to optimize painless, transperant, and better connected forms of online giving in revolutionary ways..  
 
"Having identified and matched two key human traits, they have created a system that leverages a donor's altruism with their equally powerful goal of knowing that their gift was used as intended.  Solving the endless riddle of knowing where our giving is going and connecting people with the needs around them.
 
By delivering a marketplace and fundraising platform that serves nonprofits, civic organizations, brands and consumers and caregivers alike, the model enables gifting and giving in a novel has the capability to create massive impact in the world.  121Giving a powerful form of collective impact for the digital age. "
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SVDPUSA Disaster Services






COO - Elizabeth Disco-Shearer





Washington, DC

For 10 years we've provided a fresh start to hundreds of thousands of families displaced by disaster with our House in a Box program. During that time we've been challenged with the nonstop frustration of sourcing products, and working to find ways to engage a broader donor base in giving to families in need.
 
The team at 121Giving has a unique understanding of the challenges facing disaster relief and other on-the-ground agencies, and the know-how to provide a much-needed solution. SVDPUSA Disaster Services is proud to be a launch partner!
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Feed the Children






CEO - Kevin Hagan





Oklahoma City, OK

"As CEO of Feed the Children, I am close to the procurement challenges that we and so many other charities face daily. I want my staff focused on running our programs and expanding the reach of our organization in the community, not on tracking down deals on products. 
 
Not only does 121Giving solve this challenge, but it also provides the most tangible fundraising experience online. I believe that 121Giving is a smart, timely solution for a long-standing problem and I'm excited for this venture."
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Independent Sector






Director of Business Development - Matthew Perdoni





Washington, DC

"I believe 121Givingâ€™s unique service platform has the potential to deliver tremendous benefit to the entire charitable sector. Now more than ever, resources like this are absolutely essential to help nonprofits stay focused on and achieve their wide-ranging and important social missions. "
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Jump Associates






Founder - Udaya Patnaik





New York, NY

"121Giving is a rare find -- a fabulous business idea that can provide big value to partners and everyday folks who want to make change happen through commerce. Brilliant! "
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Economics of Mutuality






Senior Fellow - Richard Swart, PhD





"Mark has created one of the most visionary and well-executed platforms I have ever encountered. 121giving is absolutely in the top 1% of platforms focused on impact. By integrating radical transparency into the process, it solves most of the fiduciary concerns of donors, while simultaneously allowing donors to select specific items to contribute. "
 
This also changes the nature of the relationship of CSR groups to donor communities. This is a game-changer and will have no challenges scaling quickly. " 













  




	


  
SHOP. FUNDRAISE. CONNECT. COMMUNITY.





 
In our current landscape there is lack of central destination for people to see the needs around them and fund them in a trusted, transparent, and highly efficient manner. Needs are currently dispersed across multiple non-profit websites, representing an antiquated method of achieving visibility and results.  
 
From shopping, to digital drives and registries, we've created the worlds first collective impact marketplace ecosystem with a patented method, device and solution that is globally replicable and scalable.  The model and patent is designed to provide high net return on investment and impact that fosters regenerative business and philanthropy.
 
FOR NONPROFITS AND GLOBAL COMMUNITIES
121Giving offers a powerful fundraising tool and marketplace that is fully impact driven.  Raise money for goods and services, connecting with online donors in new ways.
 
FOR CONSUMERS
  Everyday citizens can shop and fundraise 121Giving just as our nonprofit customers would.  As a central destination to  give, gift, fundraise and shop, the platform opens the door to endless creativity and leverage potential.
 
FOR BRANDS/SUPPLIERS
121Giving provides an effective sales channel to serve communities at scale - advancing corporate social responsibility and ESG throughput by enabling suppliers, brands and 3rd party sellers to do well by doing good in a 24x7 capacity through unique sales promotions and offers. 








    


  




	

 










 BRANDS SAYING 'YES' TO OUR INNOVATION













 Our catalog is comprised of a diverse range of distributors, manufacturers and online retailers.  In order to be replicated across the globe, supplier diversity is key to delivering our omni-channel value and presence. 
 
Here's some of the brand partners that have embraced our collective impact marketplace.
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 WHAT WE SOLVE








 



















How It Works








 



















Vision Execution and Launch








 



















The Starting Ground








 






















  




	


Licensing Inquiry





White-label and customize your own marketplace and fundraising platform. Brand your own solution using our patented method and technology.
 
 






Name


          Email

        


        Message

      

      



      
    

        Submit
      
Comment











	


INVESTING IN 121GIVING





We're actively seeking M&A and investment partners to scale. There's an entire platform and marketplace built behind what is seen here.  We believe that if your going to do something right and good, be sure it is equipped for its proper destination and scale. 
 
Mark Courtney is the inventor and architect of 121Giving.  Mark is a careful steward, patented inventor, published writer and social impact leader, awarded and recognized as Austin Texas' New Philanthropists.  
 
In 2023 Mr. Courtney was awarded an Oustanding Leadership award from the council of the Internet 2.0 conference.
 
With 15+ years experience in working across the enterprise (Fortune 10-500), nonprofit and startup space, Mark specializes in digital solution delivery and bringing novel solutions to life for the greater good.  
 
"There is nothing we can't acomplish for humanity with technology in actionable form. We can empower every business to make money and do good while reducing waste, creating real-time efficiency while restoring trust and transperancy throughout "
 
 







Meet with Mr. Courtney

[image: ]For qualified investors and partners interested in partnering with 121Giving.  Please book some time with Mark.
[image: ]Select date and time
Event time zone:America/Chicago GMT-05:00
Book Now Â 












	



SOCIAL MEDIA
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LinkedIn
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Cookie Use

We use cookies to ensure a smooth browsing experience.  By continuing we assume you accept the use of cookies.

Accept


Learn More


















